New After School Car Rider Pick-up

- MCE parents wanting to pick-up their students through the Car Rider Line will enter the Car Rider Pick-up line by traveling on Ashley Road to Transportation Drive.
- Once on Transportation Drive, turn right remaining on Transportation Drive.
- Cars will turn left at the MCHS Football Stadium and continue driving through the parking lot and around the baseball stadium.
- Cars will turn right by the softball stadium and come to a stop at the corner before the MCE Faculty Parking Lot. Cars will wait at this point until all buses have departed from the Bus Ramp at MCE (approx. 3:40).
- Once all buses have departed, cars will proceed by passing the portable buildings, turning left and entering the MCE Bus Ramp. Note: We will be loading students on the driver’s side of the vehicle.
- Once students are loaded, cars will proceed by turning right and traveling North on Greenhouse Road. This lane will be protected from traffic.
Before School Car Rider Drop-Off

- Parents wishing to drop students off before school, will do so through the front drive of MCE.
- Cars will enter the front drive, remaining on the right next to the sidewalk. When the line fills up, a second line will form to the left of the right line starting at the corner entering the loop.
- At the corner cars will merge, one after another, entering the drive loop.
- Staff and Safety Patrol students will exit the students from the passenger side of the car.
- Once students are exited from the car, cars will pull forward and exit onto Greenhouse Road.

Please do not wait to exit your students until they are at the front doors. Staff and Safety Patrol will ensure safe entry to the building.

Staff and Safety Patrol will discontinue exiting students and personally enter the building at 8:15am. Please be in line prior to 8:10 am to ensure safe and on-time entry. Tardy bell rings at 8:20am and all students are expected to be in their classroom by 8:20am. To ensure the safety of your student all students entering after 8:15am will need to have the parent park their car and walk their student to the front door. After 8:20, the parent will need to enter the building and sign their student in late.